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UKRAINE 

Ukrainian efforts to pacify independent Ukrainian 

paramilitary units have been successful� as a 

number of these groups were named and absorbed 

into the Ukrainian Army�  Ukrainian authorities have 

successfully implemented procedures which it is 

hoped will greatly improve communication within 

the military� The Ukrainian government is 

determined to bridge the gap between the 

volunteer forces and the regular army� as evidence 

by this week’s developments� Meanwhile� internal 

conflicts among separatists in southeastern 

Ukraine escalated as the Luhansk People!s 

Republic #LNR% launched clearing operations 

against independent Cossack separatists� Russian 

forces are thought to have supported these 

operations in order to solidify the LNR!s control of 

occupied Luhansk Oblast and boost the political 

legitimacy of the Kremlin proxy group� Firefights 

and infantry clashes across the frontline in Luhansk 

Oblast suggest that offensive separatist operations 

are intensifying amidst these internal conflicts� 

  

FRANCE/ISIS 

Hackers claiming allegiance to the Islamic 

State terror group #IS% took over a French 

television network on Wednesday� April /� 

disrupting programming on eleven channels� The 

hackers were also able to access France TV 1’s 

social media and website in a move that appears 

to be unprecedented for the IS� Industry experts 

and a French officials said the ability to black out a 

global television network represented a new level 

of sophistication for the group�  

 

SYRIA/IS  

As IS continues to suffer setbacks in Iraq� the 

military situation in Syria appears to be more 

positive� Recent gains in Aleppo and Damascus 

highlight IS successes on separate fronts� and 

increase the pressure on the Assad regime to 

respond� In southern Syria� government forces 

were able to repel an IS attack on the strategically 

important Khalkhalah Airport� The Airport lies along 

a major highway between Damascus and the 

government5held city of Sweida� a stronghold of 

the Druze minority that has largely avoided the war 

to date� The Druze support the Assad regime� and 
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an attack on Sweida by IS forces would be a 

serious blow to the Assad government� 

  

IRAQ 

Following the successful recapture of Tikrit 

from the IS� the Iraqi government has announced 

plans for the elimination of all IS forces in Anbar 

Province� Although it might be more prudent for the 

ISF to consolidate its gains and begin operations 

north of Tikrit� to relieve ISF units in Baiji and other 

locations that have been under regular pressure 

from IS forces for some time� The focus on Anbar 

Province was announced as Iraqi President Abadi 

begins a visit in Washington DC with President 

Obama� Both the high5level diplomatic discussions 

and the operations in Anbar are calculated to 

improve president Abadi’s image in the Sunni 

community #Anbar Province being the most 

densely Sunni populated province in Iraq%� At this 

stage� the Anbar military operation does not appear 

to include any of the Shi’a militias� The militias have 

refused to participate if the United States5led air 

coalition is involved� and it does appear that the air 

coalition will be providing support to the ISF in the 

coming days� The presence of the Shi’a militias is 

a bit of a conundrum for the Iraqi government� At 

one time� the militias were providing invaluable 

assistance to the ISF� and the numerous Iranian 

military advisors were also most welcome�  But 

most recently� the ISF has shown an obvious 

preference for working with the U�S� advisors and 

the Air coalition� as opposed to the Iranians� It 

won’t be possible for the Iraqi government to just 

“remove” the Iranian military advisors and disband 

the Shi’a militias� How this is handled by the Abadi 

government� during a time of increased tension 

between the United States and Iran regarding 

recent negotiations over Iranians nuclear 

aspirations�  

 

SAUDI ARABIA/YEMEN 

Since the beginning of Saudi airstrikes against 

Houthi targets in Yemen late last month� at least 

1;; Houthis have been killed� according to Saudi 

press reports� More recently� three Saudi military 

officers on the Yemeni border were killed by a 

mortar attack on Friday� April <;�  The Saudi 

Arabian government� taking a page out of recent 

U�S� diplomacy in the Middle East� has cobbled 

together a coalition of nine nations who are 

determined to defeat the Houthi and return the 

former government to power� Although Saudi 

warplanes have been active in the skies over 

Yemen� as of yet� no ground invasion has taken 

place� Saudi Arabia claims to have mobilized 

military units in Najran Province on the Yemeni 
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border� but the real question remains� will Saudi 

Arabia conduct a full5scale armored invasion of 

Yemen> No doubt such an effort would quickly 

dispatch the Houthi� many of whom still use four5

legged transportation on a daily basis� At the 

moment� the Saudi Air Force appears content to 

support the remaining Yemeni military units fighting 

to keep control of Aden� Yemen’s second5city and 

economically vital port� There has been no 

indication that Saudi Arabia has fully mobilized for 

a ground invasion of Yemen� The Houthis rely 

exclusively on Iran for financial and military 

support� Occasionally� the Iranians will make noise 

about intentions in Yemen� but so far� it’s been only 

that? noise� If the Iranians were to dramatically 

increase their involvement in the conflict� no doubt 

Saudi Arabian Abrams tanks would be crossing the 

border from Najran Province in Yemen� analysts 

considered the race too close to call� TFG believed 

that Buhari is in position to win comfortably�  

Buhari� a northerner and a Muslim� has recently 

made inroads in traditionally PDP territory� 

including Lagos�  Although the PDP has made 

less5than5discreet efforts to turn the election into a 

referendum on the problems in the Muslim north� 

the high5unemployment and the government’s 

almost comical inability to combat Boko Haram 

received more media attention� Surprisingly� the 

election results were accepted across the nation  

 

EGYPT 

Egyptian military leaders continue to meet with 

their Saudi Arabian counterparts to discuss joint 

actions in Yemen� in what has become a close 

association between the two� Both governments 

discuss the military operations in Yemen as “joint 

actions”� but as of yet� no Egyptian military troops 

or vehicles have been observed near the 

SaudiAYemeni border�  When pressed� Egyptian 

President Sisi points to the strategic location of 

Yemen at the tip of the Arabian Peninsula� No 

question that a destabilized government in Yemen 

would create a security issue for Egypt and the 

Egyptian’s need to protect their economic trade 

routes� The United States� a close ally of both 

Egypt and Saudi Arabia� is supplying the Saudis 

with intelligence and related support�  Iran� on the 

other hand� has denounced the Saudi actions as a 

“violation of Yemen’s sovereignty”�  
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DISCLOSURES 

This material was produced by the Fournace Group for use by the recipient�  This is intended as general background research and is 

not intended to constitute tax� legal� or investment advice�  It has been prepared without regard to the individual circumstances and 

objectives of the person#s% who receive it�  No part of this publication may be reproduced without the prior consent of the Fournace 

Group�  The views expressed that are the subject of this research report accurately reflect the author’s personal views as of the 

report’s publication date�  The evaluation of the geopolitical and economic risk factors may change subsequent to publication of this 

report�  The author assumes no responsibility to update the information contained in the report�  © C;<1 The Fournace Group   

 


